The Crowded
Kingdom Series
Elements of an Interesting Story

Who Am I?
O Louella Dizon San Juan, business

woman, wife, former PS282 mom,
and author
O What did I write? A few plays, a
couple produced Off Broadway, and
a fantasy series called The
Crowded Kingdom.
O What is The Crowded Kingdom
about? The story of two sisters
who discover a fairy kingdom in the
underbelly of New York City!

The Elements of a Good Story
O Action
O Protagonist
O Antagonist
O Conflict
O Resolution

Action: What happens? What
changes?
O The Crowded Kingdom: “What happens

when two little girls shrink to the size of
dandelions and discover a fairy kingdom in
the middle of New York City?”

O The Underground Labyrinth: “A sickness has

struck the kingdom, turning good fairies into
evil, and the children must join forces with
Minacrist and their elfin friends to find the
source of the Black Power…before the Black
Power destroys them.”

Chapter 2.
Hearing giant footsteps close by, the girls looked around for a place to hide.
They were so busy looking up they didn’t see the edge of the lawn – nor the drainage hole right
underneath their feet.
“Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaagh!” screeched Jada, the first to fall through.
“Waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaagh!” screamed Jinny, falling right behind her.
It was a good thing the girls were very good swimmers, because they fell through several pipes…
…through several more drains…
…until they finally fell
down a waterfall into
a
very
large,
dark
tunnel.

Protagonist
O A main character or set of characters

whom you can relate to.
O Can be a hero or heroine, or a very
interesting character that is neither
100% good nor 100% evil

Chapter 9.
A Dark Fairy’s Aerie
“I didn’t know fairies used microscopes, or any tools at all, or even
read books on how to do things with them,” Jada wondered aloud,
amazed and amused.
“Those who just do magic, without study of magic, do lazy magic,”
Minacrist scoffed. “Good magic needs constant study and invention
and reaction! Good magic is, and must be, a science!” Then she
sighed. “Anyway, all these books are banned, illegal. The Current
Order – our so-called Rulers -- do not believe in them.” She
muttered in a lower voice: “Fearful, Dark-Age druids that they are.”
“Illegal!” said Jinny, running over to a stack. “Cool!”

Chapter 1.
Found on the Beach
The creature lifted its head, and as the kelp fell like strands of hair away from its face, she saw
that it looked like a sad, grey man. His skin was slick with a silver glint, like the surface of a
dolphin, and he lifted himself up by strong, large arms. Jinny stepped back, frightened, and
about to run away. But her eye caught a shiny black stone hanging from his neck. And she
noticed a soft low hum coming from it, much like the song that came from the Obelisk of Ÿthra.
The stone resonated louder, as if it knew of Jinny’s presence. The grey man shook the salty locks
away from his face and opened his mouth as if to speak.
“Whatcha doing?” called Sam, running up suddenly to Jinny’s side. His eyes grew wide at the
sight of the grey man.
“Aggh!” Sam began to yell.
The grey man let out a chattering hiss and scooted backwards like a crab with his strong arms,
sliding back into the water and out of sight.
“Shhh!” said Jinny frantically, not wanting anyone to find the grey man but also not wanting to
lose him. But Sam was too frightened to listen, continuing to yell as he turned and ran away from
the shore.

Antagonist
O Usually the source or

cause of the conflict in
the story
O Sometimes referred to
as “the Villain”

Conﬂict
0 Tension, trouble or

challenge in the
story
0 The thing against
which the
protagonist fights
0 Usually something
being done by the
Antagonist

Chapter 6.
The Battle of Earth and Light
In the air, Minacrist and Rosettia were still battling,
parting and circling in their creature bodies. They lunged
at each other, their collision resounding as bone against
bone, roar upon roar. After a few moments, they flew
apart wearily, both of them losing strength, and then
lunged again, Rosettia swinging with her dagger,
Minacrist recoiling and lashing out with her panther
claws. They both fell to the ground, locked dagger with
claw, and parted, bleeding silver fairy blood for the first
time.

Resolution
O How is the story

wrapped up?
O Is the ending a good
“resolution”? Is
everything solved?
O How do you feel when
an ending is too easy?
O How do you feel when
an ending or solution
is very clever? What
are some examples?

